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consented to conditions of peace which were comparatively
lenient to her rival. Carthage was forced to pay a moderate
sum of money and to forfeit to Rome her Sicilian possessions.
The first Roman ' province' (see Chapter VII) was thus
acquired.
After the conclusion of peace, Carthage had to undergo
further trials and dangers. A body of mercenaries who had
served in Sicily, enraged by the retention of their pay, mutinied
on their return to Africa. Ruined by taxes and exhausted by
drafts, the Berbers, some Numidians, and even some Phoe-
nician cities on the coast, joined the mutineers. The position
was critical. But Carthage showed in the hour of danger
how much vital power she still possessed. Hamilcar Barca,
the .able young general mentioned above, to whom Carthage
owed the favourable conditions of peace, crushed the revolt
and restored order in the Carthaginian Empire; indeed, by
a series of successful campaigns he extended the Carthaginian
sphere of influence in Numidia.
After the war with the mercenaries the next task of
Carthage was to restore the shattered resources of the state.
Her markets in Italy and Gaul, her provinces of Sicily, Sardinia,
and Corsica, were lost beyond recall; the two last were
annexed by Rome after the conclusion of peace, and their
loss was especially grievous, as these islands were not only
the granaries of Carthage but also furnished copper and iron
with other metals. The necessity of repairing this twofold
loss explains the efforts of Carthage to extend her possessions
in Spain, a land fabulously rich, according to ancient standards,
in minerals. Spain might also, if properly cultivated, take
the place of Sardinia and Sicily as a producer of grain. Opera-
tions in Spain were not hindered by the Romans, whose
present object was to force the Carthaginians to pay up the
whole sum of money required of them.
The task of creating a Spanish province, entrusted to
Hamilcar Barca, was bequeathed by him to his son-in-law
Hasdrubal, and later to his son Hannibal. There is no doubt
that Hamilcar and his successors were led on by the hope of
revenge as well as by economic considerations* They reckoned
on turning Spain not only to a source of wealth but also to
a weapon of war. The people had long been famous for their
warlike spirit; and the country, by reason of its mineral
wealth, was eminently suitable for the creation of extensive

